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Abstract

In this paper we propose a method for logo recognition using deep learning. Our recognition pipeline is composed of a
logo region proposal followed by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) specifically trained for logo classification, even
if they are not precisely localized. Experiments are carried out on the FlickrLogos-32 database, and we evaluate the
effect on recognition performance of synthetic versus real data augmentation, and image pre-processing. Moreover, we
systematically investigate the benefits of different training choices such as class-balancing, sample-weighting and explicit
modeling the background class (i.e. no-logo regions). Experimental results confirm the feasibility of the proposed method,
that outperforms the methods in the state of the art.
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1. Introduction

Logo recognition in images and videos is the key prob-
lem in a wide range of applications, such as copyright in-
fringement detection, contextual advertise placement, ve-
hicle logo for intelligent traffic-control systems [1], auto-
mated computation of brand-related statistics on social
media [2], augmented reality [3], etc.

Traditionally, logo recognition has been addressed with
keypoint-based detectors and descriptors [4, 5, 6, 7]. For
example Romberg and Lienhart [8] presented a scalable
logo recognition technique based on feature bundling,
where individual local features are aggregated with fea-
tures from their spatial neighborhood into Bag of Words
(BoW). Romberg et al. [9] exploited a method for en-
coding and indexing the relative spatial layout of local
features detected in the logo images. Based on the analy-
sis of the local features and the composition of basic spa-
tial structures, such as edges and triangles, they derived a
quantized representation of the regions in the logos. Re-
vaud et al. [10] introduced a technique to down-weight
the score of those noisy logo detections by learning a ded-
icated burstiness model for the input logo. Boia et al.
[11, 12] proposed a smart method to perform both logo lo-
calization and recognition using homographic class graphs.
They also exploited inverted secondary models to handle
inverted colors instances. Recently some works investi-
gating the use of deep learning for logo recognition ap-
peared [13, 14, 15]. Bianco et al. [13] and Eggert et al.
[14] investigated the use of pretrained Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) and synthetically generated data for
logo recognition, trying different techniques to deal with
the limited amount of training data. Also Iandola et al.
[15] investigated a similar approach, proposing and eval-
uating several network architectures. Oliveira et al. [16]

exploited pretrained CNN models and used them as part
of a Fast Region-Based Convolutional Networks recogni-
tion pipeline. Given the limited amount of training data
available for the logo recognition task, all these methods
work on networks pretrained on different tasks.

In this paper we propose a method for logo recognition
exploiting deep learning. The recognition pipeline is com-
posed by a recall-oriented logo region proposal [17], fol-
lowed by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) specif-
ically trained for logo classification, even if they are not
precisely localized. Within this pipeline, we investigate the
benefit on the recognition performance of the application
of different machine learning techniques in training, such
as image pre-processing, class-balancing, sample weight-
ing, and synthetic data augmentation. Furthermore we
prove the benefit of adding as positive examples candidate
regions coming from the object proposal to the ground
truth logos, and the benefit of enlarging the size of the
actual dataset with real data augmentation and the use of
a background class (i.e. no-logo regions) in training.

2. Proposed Method

The proposed classification pipeline is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. Since logos may appear in any image location with
any orientation and scale, and more logos can coexist in the
same image, for each image we generate different object
proposals, that are regions which are more likely to con-
tain a logo. These proposal are then cropped to a common
size to match the input dimensions of the neural network
and are propagated through a CNN specifically trained for
logo recognition.

In order to have performance as high as possible within
this pipeline, we use an object proposal that is highly
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